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JMU honors top students
By Paul Mulllns
staff writer

One-hundred seventy-two JMU students were
recognized at the annual Honors Day presentation
Thursday.
President Ronald Carrier presented Honor
Awards to 99 students at the ceremony. Dr. Jeanne
Nostrandt, director of the Honors Program,
recognized another 73 students as Honors
Scholars.
The Honor Awards are given by various university departments and campus organizations.
The Honors Scholars program, which began two
years ago, recognizes superior incoming freshmen
with Scholastic Aptitude Test scores exceeding
1,200. Students must maintain a 3.25 quality point
average and write an Honors thesis during theii
senior year.
At the presentation, 1984 class valedictorian
Timothy Craighead told the students, their
families and friends that today's students "must
look within themselves" to find answers to world
problems.
Craighead said the 1984 class is a "unique

generation. We're challenged because we have
been spared from hardships. But our generation
has become concerned because we are aware of
worldwide suffering.
"Our quality has yet to be tested, but our sensitivity and education will help us deal with tomorrow's problems."
Craighead received a medal for having the
highest QPA of the 1984 class. Craighead, a double major in economics and finance, has a 3.95
QPA and will graduate in May after three years of
school.
Carrier said the most successful students plan
ahead. High achievers are the most disciplined
students and "do not live for the moment."
"These students (the award winners) were in
control," he said. "There were many times they
could have gone to JM's or laid out in the sun, but
they studied because.they wanted to perform at
their peak level."
Dr. Carrier met with students and parents at a
reception Thursday afternoon following the
awards ceremony.
See page 2 for award winners

Honors program offers challenge
By Clara Blrkeland
staff writer

An Honors Scholars Program at JMU offers top
students a challenging alternative in their courses.
High school seniors who have applied to JMU
with an SAT score of at least 1200 and who are
graduating in the top 20 percent of their class are
invited to apply.
They apply by answering the letter they receive
that explains the program. The top SO applicants
are then selected.
The program was organized two years ago by
Dr. Jeanne Nostrandt, its director.
Nostrandt describes JMU as a school "constantly growing bigger and getting better" and thinks a
four-year honors program is needed to keep JMU
academically competitive with other major universities.
In its second year, Nostrandt said the program is
going well. She said she estimates that of the 48
students accepted in the fall of 1982, 35 still are
enrolled.
In the fall of 1983, 46 students were accepted
and 42 still are enrolled. Fifty have never been
enrolled because some students initially selected
for the program decided not to attend JMU.
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Students who enroll in the program take honors
core courses. These are limited to 15 students.
While the basic content is the same in the honors
and the regular core courses, the small size of the
honors classes results in "more breadth or more
depth to the class," Nostrandt said.
Honors Scholars also are required to take at
least two upper-level honors seminars and complete an honors thesis during their senior year.
An honors thesis is required of all Honors
Scholars, but is not limited to those participating
in the program. Any student with a Quality Point
Average of at least 3.25 may apply to write one.
A QPA of 3.25 is required to remain in the program. If a student falls below a 3.25 but not below
a 3.0 he is place on probation for one semester.
If a student has less than a 3.25 for more than
one semester or any semester below a 3.0 he is
removed from the program. Students may not reapply.
*
Upper-level honors courses have always been
available to students with a 3.25 QPA. These
courses are still open to students not participating
in the program.
See SCHOLARS page 2 ►
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JMU

Looking good — construction workers use a scaffold
to make spring Improvements on
Harrison Annex.
(Photo by Stephen Jaffa)
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Honors Day
winners
named
Awards presented at the April 5
Honor's Day ceremony were as
follows:
Valedictorian — Timothy Cralghead;
Mary A. Jackson Award (Outstanding
Senior History Student) — William Gay
and Steven Owen; George C. Marshall
Scholarship Award (Undergraduate
Research In History) — Mark Barbee and
Timothy Kenney; The Virginia Society of
Certified Public Accountants Award —
Karen Irby; The Morris and Sprinkel Accounting Award — Kenneth Biggs;
Outstanding Graduate in Management
Information Systems — Margaret Hlgglns; Nelle Phillips Brown Award in
Literature (Outstanding Senior English
Major) — Jeanmarle Rouhier;
The Louis Spilman Award (For Scholarship, Leadership and Occupational Competence in Distributive Education) —
Dianna Drumheller; Creative Writing
Prizes — Bruce Potts (poetry), Werner
Doerwaldt (poetry), Lynn Somers (story)
and Paul Mulllns (play); Award for Excellence in Biology — Janice Scott; The
Carman G. Blough Accounting Award —
John Reed; The Becker Scholarship
Award In Accounting — Joyce Embrey;
Outstanding Graduate In Data Processing — Pamela Foltz; Degesch America
Chemistry Award (Outstanding Student
In Chemistry — Beth Neff; Varner-WInn
Scholarship (Scholastic Achievement

Scholars

► (Continued from page 1)

However, Nostrandt anticipates
having to offer more honors classes
in the future as the first Honors
Scholars progress into their junior
and senior years.

correction
■»• JMU tennis player Mark
Trinka won his match against
Aasif Karim, of Howard University in three sets 7-6, 3-6, 6-2.
This is a correction of information given on page 13 of the
sports section in the April 2 issue
of The Breeze.

and Campus Participation) — Maura
Walsh;
Medical Technology Award — Maria
Ku; Sigma Alpha lota — Connie Stevens
(Honors Certificate), Lauren Whiteman
(College Honor Award) and Selina
Balarzs (National Leadership Award and
Chapter Nominee); Annual Sociology
Award (Outstanding Senior in Sociology)
— Judl Watterson; Dr. Jerry 0. Haynes
Memorial Award (Oustandlng Senior
Psychology Major) — Nancy Draper; Eta
Sigma Gamma (Scholarship Award in
Health Science) — Cynthia Simpson; Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia Music Award
(Outstanding Senior In the Fraternity) —
Charles Ring; American Chemical Society Award (Outstanding Senior In
Chemistry) — Tammy Page;
Botanical Society of America Certificate of Recognition — Francis
Mastrota; Outstanding Achievement in
Accounting — Kerri Thornton, Craig
Trupo, and Anita Pippin; Outstanding
Junior Psychology Major — Susan
Muller; Degesch America International
Business Award — Lisa Lanthier;
Outstanding Senior in Secondary Education — Lynn Kehoe; Frances Grove
Award (Scholarly Achievement) — Winnifred Smith; Honor Student In Management — Barbara Gale;
The Felsie Riddle Award (Outstanding
Senior In Library Science) — Angela
Hylton; Purchasing Management
Association of the Old Dominion
Scholarship Award — Jeffrey Taylor; The
Elsie H. Wlgley Memorial Scholarship
(Outstanding Student in Early Childhood
Education) — Elizabeth Levl; Early
Childhood Education Faculty Award
(Outstanding Leadership in Early
Childhood Education) — Martha
Boswell; The Dr. Crystal Theodore Award
(Service and Scholarly Achievement in
the Art Department) — Melanie Radcllff;
Outstanding Senior Physics Major —
Duane Rosenberg; Hotel and Restaurant

Presently, two upper-level honors
seminars are taught each semester.
Each of these may be taken up to
three times as the topics change.
Dr. Robert Geary of the English
department, who teaches "The
Divorce of Power and Value," a
200-leveI honors course, looks at the
Honors Scholars Program as a
"mechanism for bringing in people
-at the beginning." By offering a
four-year program there is a continuity which was missing before."
Dr. William Thomas, who teaches
an honors course in the philosophy
and religion department, finds these
classes generally consist of students
with "a broader background . . .
who expect a great deal from
themselves."
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Department Award (Junior Scholastic
Achievement) — Peter Spaar; Outstanding Senior In Economics — Timothy
Cralghead; Speech Communication
Senior of the Year — Ann Richardson;
Speech Communication Junior of the
Year — Kelle Straw; Phi Mu Epsilon
Award (Scholastic Achievement and Service in Mathematics) — Pamala Flcaiora;
The Lewis M. Perlsteln Army ROTC
Award (For Outstanding Scholarship and
Leadership) — Samuel Smith, Jr.;
Outstanding Geology Major — Ron
Linton; Outstanding Geography Majors
— William Threlkeld, and Karl Tammaro;
The Johnston Award for Excellence in
Physical Education — Elizabeth Blose,
and Jane Boswell; Outstanding Graduate
In Computer Science — Anthony Barrett;
The Margarete W. Rauch Award —
Patricia Ritchie (French), Charlotte
Stlchter (German), Jeanmarle Rouhier
(Russian), Laura Simmons (Russian), and
Kelly Deklelne (Spanish); The National
Student Speech Hearing Language
Association Award (Outstanding Student) Jill Grant;
Outstanding Junior Physics Major —
William McFarland; Outstanding Student
in Special Education Mental Retardation
— Cathy Schell; Outstanding Student in
Special Education Emotional Disturbance — Katherlne Abod; National Collegiate Association for Secretaries
Scholarship Award (Outstanding Senior)
— Lynne Yost; The Warren W. Hobble
Scholarship (Presented to a Promising
Student in Religion) — Jonathan
Webster; Phi Sigma Lambda Award
(Scholarship, Fellowship, and Leadership: Sophomore with the Highest
Scholastic Average and Campus Participation — Brian Miksa; Samuel Page
Duke Award (Junior with the Highest
Scholastic Average) — Klmberley
Lemon; The Faculty Award (Senior with
the Highest Scholastic Average) Timothy
Cralghead.
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Management Honor Graduate - Reglna
Czeka|; The Raymond D. Cool Award
(Outstanding Junior Chemistry Majors)
— Cynthia Fallon, and Christopher
Klnter;
Outstanding Student in Home
Economics Award — Robin Forbes; The
Frances Sale Home Economics Award —
Lynn Kehoe; The Minnie Christiansen
Margaret Miner Scholarship (Presented
to a Promising Student in Home
Economics) — Rosemary Simmons;
Outstanding Senior In Anthropology —
Susan Andrews; Outstanding Senior in
General Social Science — Virginia
Salmon; The C.G. Price, Sr., Finance
Award — Lisa Brotzman; The Joseph T.
Kosnik Finance Award — Timothy
Cralghead; Art Achievement Awards —
Emily Clark, Barbara Fast, Corlnne
McMullan, Paul McMullan, and Robert
Yoder;
National Business Education Association Award of Merit (Outstanding
Achievement In Business Education) —
Amy Sanger; The Steven Snyder
Memorial Award (Creative Achievement
in Theater) — Wendy McNeny; The Edna
T. Shaeffer Glee Club Memorial Scholarship (Outstanding Contribution to the
Women's Concert Choir) — Jennifer
Chaudet; Outstanding Social Work
Senior — Teresa Macuk; Outstading
Senior Journalism Student — Tamara
Scarton; Outstanding Student In Public
Administration — Linda Kreutzer; The
James Madison University Dance
Theatre Honor Award — William Butler,
and Cheryl Foster; The Wilbur T. Harnsberger Memorial Field Geology Scholarship — Valerie Carney, and Julia
Hlmelfarb;
Chevron Summer Field Camp Scholarship — Stephen Maher; The J. Emmert
Ikenberry Mathematics Prize (Outstanding Senior Mathematics Major) -Duane
Rosenberg; Outstanding Student In
Political Science — Paul Parmele; Music

Students dedicated to academic excellence and who
desire to participate in an active environment designed to promote individual and group growth through experlentlal learning are invited to live at Chandler Hall.
rhinSi89 u1?m t0 partic|Pat* In Spring Sign-Up for
Chandler Hal must attend one of the short orientation
meetings to be held in Chandler Hall 'Maxims'.
Tuesday, April 10 ■ 7 or 8p.m.
Wednesday, April 11 . 7 or 8p.m.
&rnnl re,s,idency- P'ease bring your
Spring Sign-Up card to this mating
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Greek Sing
Sigma Kappa, Lambda Chi Alpha take honors
By Paul Bergeron
staff writer

Mlndy Whltesel of Alpha Sigma Alpha kicks
up her heels during Friday night's Greek
Sing, the first event of Greek Week. A
schedule of rsmainlng Greek Weak events
appears In Newsfile. (Photo by John Kessler)

Sigma Kappa sorority and Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity were the winners of the 23rd annual
Greek Sing held Friday night in Wilson Hall.
The event, organized by the Greek Honor Council Order of Omega, along with the Panhellenic
and Interfraternity Councils, is the first event of
JMU's Greek Week.
The win was the second straight for Sigma Kappa. Cheri Sanborn, Sigma Kappa president, was
pleased with the result. "A lot of hard work goes
in. There is so much coordination and team work
and for us it paid off."
Elena Munero, who choreographed the winning
sorority show and is a member of Sigma Kappa's
"fun bunch," a nine member group of senior
sisters, said, "It's amazing that all the groups can
put together such a great show."
"The fun bunch was excited, proud and ready to
celebrate after receiving the award," other
members of the sorority said.
Lambda Chi was equally happy with their win.
Ted Armstrong, a member of Lambda Chi, said,
"You only get what you put into it. It was worth
the time and effort."
Armstrong said they practiced two and a half
hours a day for three weeks.
Other members said, "Our UtUe sisters were the
main ones who supported us and got us up for the
show."
Second and third place for sororites went to
Alpha Sigma Tau and Phi Mu, respectively. Sigma
Nu and Pi Kappa Phi took second and third place
for fraternities.

Songs mentioning board spaces on the board
game Monopoly was Sigma Kappa's theme. Songs
included "Jailhouse Rock."
Lambda Chi used synchronized dance patterns
while performing such songs as "Joanna" and
"Somebody's Watchin' Me." Louis Gosain and
Brian Burt added trumpet accompaniment.
Stan Ulanski, an assistant professor of geology
at JMU and meteorologist for WHSV television in
Harrisonburg, was master of ceremonies.
The five-person judging panel included faculty
members Dr. Al Menard, associate dean of
students; Mac Lambert, assistant professor of
music; Louise Heeb, coordinator of special programs under university relations; Dr. Barbara
Boiling, assistant professor of management and
Connie Stevens, music student.
Leslie Kaplan, Greek Sing coordinator, said
some of the entrance requirements were that the
"skits have a six minute limit and must include 40
percent of the groups active, dues paid members.
"Sororities go all out. For instance, all members
of Tri Sig (Sigma Sigma Sigma) arc required to
participate. The fraternities don't take it as
seriously," Kaplan said.
After the musical numbers, various awards were
given to Greek members and academic, athletic,
fund raising and community service groups.
The initial 36 members of the new honor council, Order of Omega, were recognized. Order of
Omega replaces the former honor council, Gamma
Gamma.
These new members were selected from the
highest ranking junior and senior Greek members
based on offices held, Kaplan said.

Faculty, students discuss JMU's image
By Tina Beaumont
staff writer

A faculty-student forum Thursday
discussed JMU's profile, both present and future.
Approximately 40 faculty and
SGA senators divided into integrated groups to determine
JMU's image, its strengths, and
weaknesses and possible solutions to
problems.
SGA Senator Claudia Peters said,
"The faculty needs to challenge us
more — not with more requirements, but with more exciting
interaction inside of class and out.
Dr. Barbara Boiling, assistant
professor of marketing, views the
problem as a -lack of initiative from
students.
''I'd like students to demand more
of me as an instructor, so I can
challenge them more — I need that
catalyst," she said.
Boiling compared the studentfaculty relationship to a business.
"You all (students) are consumers

. . . if no one demands a better product, we keep turning out the same
product we always do."

more conducive to studying." He
said the library's atmosphere is more
social than academic.
SGA Legislative Vice President

Dr. Kent Zimmerman, assistant
professor of management, said
many students do a minimum of stu-

Dave Harvey suggested the
basements of residence halls be
equipped with carrells for studying.

'The faculty needs to challenge us
more — not with more requirements,
but with more exciting interaction inside of class and out.'
— Claudia Peters
SGA Senator
dying "but the faculty lets them do
that."
Finding a place for students to
study is another priority, said
spokesmen for most of the groups.
SGA Senator Robert Turner said,
"We need to create an atmosphere

Many study lounges have inadequate
lighting and are no less social than
the library, Harvey said.
But these are only minor problems, said Dr. William Kimsey,
chairman of the Faculty Senate Student Relations Committee.

"Students are really very happy
here and doing well," said Kimsey.
"There is a real desire for excellence — academic standards are
improving because students want
it," he said.
The challenge now is to keep improving academic standards and
quality* but to keep the costs down,
he said.
SGA Senator Mark Douglas said,
"We want to keep JMU the way it is
at all cost."
Dr. Mary Louise Loe, associate
professor of history, disagreed, saying the issues were being "whitewashed." She did not say specifically which issues concerned her.
Kimsey repeated, however, that
students involved in the forum, at
least, were happy at JMU, and
"when you have something good,
people are happy."
"Critical
evaluation
is
important," said Kimsey, "but encouragement is too, if we want to
grow."
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You can buy a bicycle
anywhere. But you only
get Schwinn styling and
Schwinn expertise at
your Schwinn dealer.

We'll not only help you
choose the Schwinn
bicycle that fits you
and your budget, but
Schwinn dealers stand
behind that bike with a
complete service department and accessory
line. That's the confidence you get from
Schwinn. And you won't
find that just anywhere!

MARK'S BIKE SHOP

434-5151

1570 South Main Street, Harrisonburg

ICE CREAM
FACTORY
Choose From 16 Delicious Flavors
Of Ice Cream
LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

Kenmore Street
Valley Mall
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newsfile
Festivities
to continue
for Greeks
Greek Week began Thursday and
will continue until Sunday, April IS.
The purpose of Greek Week, according to Mike Hogan, a Greek
Week coordinator, is to promote
Greek unity, improve Greek image
and get non-Greeks interested in
Greek life.
Robin Greenleaf is also a coordinator.
The remaining schedule is as
follows:
► Tonight, the Order of Omega, the
Greek Honor Society, will have a
banquet.
A movie, "The Jerk," is scheduled for 8 p.m. in the Warren Campus
Center Ballroom. Admission is $1.
A game called "shooters" will
begin today and probably end Saturday. In the game, 200 Greeks will try
to shoot each other with water guns.
>■ Tuesday, a coat of arms contest will be held in front of the campus center. Each Greek group will
display its coat of arms on a square
on the patio.

MINI
STOR4T
U-STORE IT
U-LOCK IT
U-KEEP THE
KEY

► Thursday, the Greeks will
decorate the outside of their houses.
Thursday night, the Panhellenic
and Interfraternity Councils will
hold a slave auction at 7 p.m. to
raise money. They will auction off
their members to other fraternities
and sororities for a short time.
► Friday, the Greeks will have a
happy hour from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. It
will be held in the houses of Sigma
Phi Epsilon, Pi Kappa Phi and Kappa Sigma, Hogan said. It is not open
to non-Greek students.
► Sunday, the Greek Games will
be held. Fraternities and sororities
will team up to play a variety of picnic games.
— Donna Saywers

Resident scholar
speaks on poetry
Although they are necessary, rules
for writing poetry "can be violated
magnificently," a James Madison
scholor told a Miller Hall audience
Thursday night.
Todd Zeiss, associate professor of
Engish at JMU, presented the lecture
"A Poets Way" for the second
James Madison Scholars Lecture.
The lecture series is designed to

Summer Storage
Special Student Rates
-FIRE RATED BUILDING
-SECURITY PATROLS
-OFFICE & RESIDENT
MANAGER
-COMPLETELY FENCED &
WELL LIGHTED
-MANY SIZES TO SELECT FROM
Insurance Coverage Available

433-1234

Call Now For Reservations
190 E. Mosby Rd. (Jut Off S. Mala) Hurisonburg
(Close to Nichol's)

w

HAIRSTYLING

H

54 South Main, Harrlaonburg
Downtown Near Tho Thoator

Call 433-8600

parallel the visiting scholars program
and honor resident scholars. The
first lecturer in the series, Chemistry
professor Robert Shapiro, spoke last
fall.
"Poems should be descriptive,"
Zeiss said. "They should show, not
tell. Poetry must depict life accurately."
Zeiss said poetry "should be expressive. We're all unique, apd see
things very differently. Poetry helps
us share our differing perceptions."
Zeiss believes poetry is wildly
misunderstood. "Too many people
haven't read the right poems," he
said. "People think poetry is the
province of old ladies."
Zeiss also read some of his own
poems.
He was awarded a $500
honorarium and a lapel pin for being
selected as the speaker.
— Paul Mullins

JMU is model
for litter control
Keep Virginia Beautiful Week will
be held here April 9-13.
Earl Shiflet, executive director of
Keep Virginia Beautiful, Inc., said
the purpose of the program is "to

stimulate interest of businesses and
corporations, citizens, institutions
and local governments to involve
themselves in some way to make
Virginia a more clean and beautiful
state."
JMU was chosen as the model institution in Virginia two years ago at
the recommendation of JMU President Ronald Carrier. Carrier is
senior vice president of Keep
Virginia Beautiful, Inc.
Next Friday, five areas of campus
will be judged for visible litter and
vandalism, MacNabb said.
The five areas — Greek Row, the
Village, Bluestone and Lake complexes and the Hillside trailers — will
compete for the $100 first prize.
Other prizes are certificates of
recognition, MacNabb said.
Two other schools were added to
the program this year. Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University and Longwood College
are to be models for large and small
school populations, respectivley.
JMU is the model for medium
population schools.
Each school will implement a program that other schools of comparable size can follow.
— Donna Saywers

THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS
ARE OPEN
Editor-in-Chlef
Art Editor
Literary Editor
Chrysalis Applications due Fri, April 13, by 5p.m.
All applications should include a resume showing
related experience and course work. Include your
G.P.A. and a brief statement of how you would perform the tasks demanded by the position.
Applications should be submitted to Alan Neckowltz, Chrysalis
advisor, care of the Department of Communication Arts.
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courtfile
Case
nolle
processed
By Kim Gibson
court reporter

Student Jeff Rembisz, 19, of
Holmdel, N.J., had his case nolle

processed Friday. Rembisz had been
charged with public drunkenness.
A case that is nolle processed does
not proceed. It is similar to being
dismissed except that the case may
be reinstated if additional evidence
or witnesses are uncovered within
one year.
Rembisz was arrested Feb. 25 by
city police near the intersection of
South Main and Grace Streets.
The following cases were recently

decided in Rockingham
District Court:

■► Studetit Carlton Thorne, Jr., 23, of
Springfield pleaded guilty Friday to
public drunkenness. He was fined $30.
Thorne was arrested Feb. 17 by city
police on North Liberty Street.
»• Student Brian Paul, 20, of Warrenton, Va., pleaded guilty Friday to public
drunkenness. He was fined $30.
Paul was arrested Feb. 22 by city
police on Water St.

ENROLL IN AMERICA'S
LARGEST MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM.
Becoming an officer in
today's Army—which also
includes the Army Reserve
and Army National
Guard—requires getting the
right kind of management
and leadership training.
What's the best way to
get it? By enrolling in
America's largest management training programArmy ROTC.
In the Army ROTC
4-year program, you'll
acquire discipline of mind
and spirit, and the ability
to perform under pressure.
We call it learning what
it takes to lead.
It'll pay off, too. First,
during your last two years of
college, when you'll start
receiving up to $ 1,000 a year.
And, most of all, on
graduation day, when you
receive a commission along
with a college degree.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
Contact Capt. Torrez
Stadium Bldg. Rm. 112
or call 433-6264

i....--»■•■■•
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County

*■ Student Mike Harrigan, 19, of Silver
Spring, Md., pleaded guilty Thursday to
public drunkenness. He was fined $30.
Harrigan was arrested by campus
police outside Wayland Hall.
*■ Student Mark Cowan, 22, of
Longwood, Fla., pleaded guilty Thursday
to public drunkenness. He was fined $30.
Cowan was arrested Feb. 10 by campus police In Lparking lot beside Huffman Hall.
»► Student Eric Laitl, 19, of Clifton, Va.,
pleaded guilty Friday to urinating in
public. He was fined $35.
Lalti was arrested Jan. 25 by city
police in front of City Hall.
*• Non-student Robert Cuniff, 23, of
Virginia Beach was found guilty Thursday of public drunkenness. He was allowed to perform 20 hours of community service work in lieu of conviction.
Cuniff was arrested April 1 by campus
police on Newman Drive.
► Non-student David Stalnaker, 18, of
Ligonler, Pa., was found guilty Thursday
of public drunkenness. He was fined $30.
Stalnaker was arrested Jan. 29 by campus police on Newman Drive.

Newstip?
Newstip?
Newstip?
Call 6127

SUMMER
JOBS
(VA Beach
Area Locals)
Holiday Trav-l-Park is seeking
hard-working,
reliable,
motivated persons with experience in retail sales for positions in stock, sales, grounds,
maintenance, registration and
cashier.

Contact: Lynn
1075 General Booth Blvd.
Va. Beach, VA 23451
Ph: (804) 425-0249

ANTO8JES
14 Graham Street

(Northwest corner of Court Square)

14K Engagement Rings
from $35

V4K Engagement Rings
under $200
14K Gold Bangle Bracelets
$145
Vintage Clothing
Diamond Bands from $65
Oak and Walnut Furniture

\----..^----.-.»-J » -» • - •«■! IIIIDlllllllfll Ul'i***;.**mj
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DJ spins his talents at WJSY
Inside
By Karen Brown
staff writer

(Staff graphic
by Drew Haas)

Students at JMU two years
ago never would have expected
to wake up at 7:30 a.m. to the
sound of the Rolling Stones
and disc jockey Ken Pratt over
radio station WJSY-Fm 104,
also known as "Jessie."
In fact, two years ago most
students would not have
bothered to tune into Jessie at
all unless they liked to hear
moments of accidental silence,
the drone of pre-recorded announcer tracks or the same
top-40 hits over and over
again.
Before Jessie's live-DJ and
album rock format, listeners
might have called Jessie a
sophisticated tape player. But
since the switch in fall of 1982,
listenership has doubled, and
it is particularly high-ranked
among college students.
Ken Pratt, a JMU senior,
has helped to boost Jessie's
popularity by lending his
talents and musical tastes
every weekday 6 to 11 a.m.
Pratt believes he has devised
a formula for success for
himself and for Jessie. His live
morning show that runs from
6 to 8 a.m. and automated
from 8 to 11 a.m., consists of
a balance of music, news bits
and ad-libbed monologue.
This combination best suits his
mostly college-age audience,
Pratt said.
"If you played all music, I
don't think people would
listen. They want personality,
too. You want to provide
music and information that
people want to know," he
said.
Junior Kristen Ringstrom
said Jessie is the best radio station in Harrisonburg because
it "plays more rock" than the
others.
Pratt said it is important to
be in touch with your audience. "Being a college student myself, I know what a
college student wants to hear.
I know the music and the artists, and I can understand and
relate to the audience."
Because he thinks contact
with listeners is important,
Pratt is anxious to get the station involved with the JMU
and Harrisonburg community.
On Valentine's Day, Pratt and

JMU senior Ken Pratt tries to add a personal touch to his job as disc jockey at radio etation WJSY.
(Photo by Stephen Jaffa)
two DJs from Jessie judged 25
confiscated and declared
appropriate. We're not in a
women on approach, landing
'deadly weapons?' No, not
big bustling town where we
and follow-through in a
Ozzy Ozborne, try again . . .
need relief and wildness all the
"Most Kissable Lips" contest.
Not Joan Jett and the
time," he said.
Although Pratt said the exBlackharts. I'm sorry . . . Not
Because of the reserved
perience made him blush "like
Judas Priest. Try again . . .
nature
of his audience, Pratt
I don't know what," he said
Motley Crue is right!"
said
he
sometimes
must censor
such intimacy with the public
Pratt shuns the obnoxious
his
speech
and
songs with
is good.
and hyperactive DJ approach
vulgar lyrics.
for a more mellow and relaxed
The station should also be
When he recites jokes and
style.
Jessie's station manager,
attuned to the individual and
ad-libs,
he must be careful.
Tom Manley, said, "Ken has
not just the audience as a
"You
won't
hear me cuss or
developed an easygoing,
group, said Pratt. This is why
talk
about
sex
or anything like
friendly personality. He adds a
the announcers at Jessie break
that,"
Pratt
said.
nice personal touch."
for commercials by saying,
Program director John
"Don't you go away," or
It's not that Pratt dislikes
Sebastian said "Ken has the
"We have more rock'n'roll
notoriously wild and shocking
smarts to know what is good
coming up for you" — the
DJs like "The Greaseman" in
radio and what is not. He
"you" is stressed in both
Washington, D.C., or New
understands the philosophy of
cases. Although it is impossiYork's Howard Stern. In fact,
the station, and he knows
ble to please everybody, Pratt
they are idols of his. "I would
what kind of music we want to
said he tries to personalize his
play."
like to develop my own
program whenever he can.
outrageous personality —
Pratt is a perfectionist in the
During every show Pratt
have a distinct style."
studio. When making voice
hosts a rock'n'roll trivia quiz.
Pratt describes the Hartracks for the automated porWhen listeners call the station,
risonburg audience as a "contion of his show, he will
he is personable and polite.
servative market" with a
discard tape after tape because
Caller after caller, Pratt
substantial degree of "Menhe slightly slurs a word or the
answers the phone in the same
nonite influence." He believes
words do not flow together
patient tone. "What heavysuch an approach wouldn't be
just right.
metal band's costumes were
received well. "It wouldn't be
See PRATT page 9 +■
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Student poets, writers to be featured
By Alison Colby
assistant features editor

All JMU undiscovered poets and Action
writers, now's the time to have your works
recognized.
All JMU poetry and fiction lovers, now's the
time to hear the original works of fellow
students.
The Reading Series for Poetry and Fiction
presents a student reading for poetry and fiction
Thursday, April 12 at 8 p.m. at Madison
Memorial Library at which time students can
read original works. It will be held in room 203,
the upstairs smoking section of the library.
The student reading is part of The Reading
Series for Poetry and Fiction that was established last semester by English instructor Lisa Russ
Spaar.

The Reading Series brings poets and writers
to JMU from different areas, including Harrisonburg. Members of JMU faculty have also
read in the series.
Originally, readings were held in the
Presidential room of the library. Because of the
popularity of the readings, however, they had to
be moved to a bigger room. At the last student
reading, "the place was packed," Spaar said.
The audience for a reading averages about 65
people.
"We decided the library was a great place to
do this because students are always there." It
provides an opportunity for students studying
in the library to take a break from their books,
she said.
"It's been really successful," said Spaar.
"There's been a need for this kind of outlet.
Before, there was not the opportunity for

students to go hear a poem."
The student readings are conducted by
students from imaginative writing classes and
are coordinated by Spaar. They feature work by
students and are "one of the series' most special
events in that it honors, celebrates and reckons
with the creative work of students — students
using language to apprehend, discover and
create their worlds," Spaar said.
The reading is free and open to the public. Interested students can contact Spaar at 433-6223
or Lynn Harper at 433-6929, 433-6921 before
the reading. Students can also sign up at the
door on a first-come basis.
Selections must be limited to five minutes.
In this time, it is possible to recite four lyric
poems, one narrative poem, a short story, or a
section of a prose piece, according to Spaar.
The length of each work will determine how
many pieces can be presented.

Pratt
(Continued from page 8)

When the computer malfunctions, causing a few
seconds of silence, he will clench his fists and shake
his head in frustration. The computer is usually
responsible for mess-ups, although he sometimes is
at fault, Pratt said.
He recalled how once he said the wrong call letters while announcing at WJSY. He usually ignores mistakes on the air or makes a joke about
them. He normally does not get nervous during his
show because "You don't have to worry about the
audience looking at you."
Pratt's personal taste in music is often reflected
in his morning show. He usually plays at least one
song by the Rolling Stones, his favorite group.
If Pratt could change anything, he said he would
have an entirely live show. "I feel real radio is having a live DJ," he said.
Though automated, part of Jessie's appeal is its
original format. When Jessie became an albumrock station, it provided an alternative music
source. "We boldly said, 'We're not going to
follow the norm,' " Pratt said.
Presentation is important to Pratt. The way
music is played can attract listeners or turn them
away. "People expect flawless, continuous
music," he said
Many students approach Pratt and compliment
him on his work, but he said he takes it all in
stride. He laughs when girls kid him by saying they
wake up with him every morning. "Working at
Jessie has boosted my confidence without boosting
my ego," he said.
Although he has achieved a modest celebrity
status on campus, Pratt remains unpretentious in
appearance. His work clothes and school clothes
are the same — jeans, T-shirt and sneakers, always
neat and clean.
His dorm room, like his appearance is reflective
of his DJ-student persona. On his wall hang
posters of Duran Duran, the Rolling Stones, and
Jimmy Buffet as well as a rush poster for his

Pratt is on the air every weekday from 6 to 11 a.m.
fraternity. Kappa Sigma.
Pratt has always had an interest in music. Since
high school, when he felt a "calling" one day while
listening to his car radio, Pratt wanted to be a DJ.
Through contacts as chapter president of Alpha
Epsilon Rho, a national broadcasting honor society, Pratt got his job at Jessie.
Last summer, he worked at an AM country
music station that he "tolerated" because it was
near his home. Pratt has been too busy studying to
go searching for a permanant job. School takes
priority now, although, "I enjoy Jessie a hell of a
lot more than my school work," he said.
Pratt's interest in broadcasting might have been

(Photo by Stephen Jaffe)
stimulated by his "sort of secret fantasy to be a
rock singer." But he conceded, "I have no singing
talent, although I love trying to sing."
After graduation this May, Pratt hopes to get a
job with a successful FM station and eventually
become a station manager or owner. Fame and
profit seem distant for Pratt, but he said those are
not the reasons he wants a career in broadcasting.
"Unless you're a very popular DJ in a very
popular market, broadcasting jobs do not pay
well," Pratt said.
"I can't say I'm in it for the money. I'm in it
because I really love music and like to play it for
people to hear."

• -
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Pirates put jinx on Dukes
By Scott Tolley
sports editor

You may say that East Carolina has the Dukes
jinxed.
JMU has squared off against the Pirates six
times, with the Dukes coming out on the losing end
each time. The most recent loss to East Carolina
came yesterday in a 3-1 decision. This was JMU's
second loss to the Pirates this season, as they dropped a 4-3 contest a week ago.

•

Yesterday's Joss to East Carolina was the Dukes'
fourth game in only three days. JMU travelled to
Virginia Military Institute on Friday, where they
fell 4-1 to the Keydets. Saturday, the Dukes hosted
a doubleheader against Division III, Middlebury
College. JMU swept the doubleheader 6-0, 9-4.
Before Friday's matchup with VMI, the Dukes
had played only two games in 11 days.
In yesterday's game East Carolina jumped out
to a 3-0 lead in the top of the third inning, with the
help of two doubles by center fielder Chris
Bradberry and short stop Greg Hardison. With
one run in and bases loaded, right fielder Mike
Williams hit a single up the middle to bring in one
more run, and a fielding error by JMU center

fielder Glen Deren brought in the third run.
Bobby Mortimer, who left the game in the
fourth inning, picked up his first loss of the
season, making his record 4-1.
The Dukes produced their one run in the bottom
half of the third inning. Deren, who went two-forfour on the day, redeemed himself by leading off
the inning with a single up the middle. A walk of

'When good teams
play, anything can
happen'
— Hal Baird
left fielder Tony Marant and a sacrifice bunt by
designated-hitter Rich Shemer put runners on se-

East Carolina coach Hal Baird commented on
his teams' success against the Dukes, and especially yesterday's victory, "When good teams play
anything can happen. They (JMU) are certainly a
class operation from top to bottom and they are an
outstanding club," he said. "Today, we just got a
well pitched game and we were able to get a couple
of opportunistic hits and make the runs stand up."
Saturday the Dukes came back from a 4-0 firstinning defecit to defeat the Panthers of Middlebury College 9-4 in the second game of the
doubleheader.
Steve Kincaid got the win for JMU after coming
into the game in the sixth inning.
In the first game of the doubleheader, junior
Dave Pleasants gave up only one hit and struck out
four in shutting out Middlebury College 6-0.
Fritz went two-for-three, with three RBI's, in
the first game against Middlebury.

cond and third. Second-baseman Phil Fritz then
hit a grounder to second bringing home Deren.

Friday the Dukes dropped a 4-1 decision to the
Keydets of VMI. VMI's Brian Augsburger struck
out 12 JMU batters en route to his victory.

Randy Foster, who relieved Mortimer, held the
Pirates scoreless for. the remainder of the contest,
giving up only two hits.

Fritz went three-for-five, and junior first
baseman Jeff Urban went three-for-four on the
day.

^N^^
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(Left) Junior Dave Pleasants hurled a one-hit shutout in JMU's 6-0
win over Middlebury College. (Right) Senior co-captain Phil Fritz,
who Is second on JMU's career stolen base list, slides into second
base against Middlebury College. (Photos by Stephen Jaffe.)
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JMU loses to nation's best
By Paul Bergeron
staff writer

When facing two of the nation's best women's
I lacrosse teams on the same weekend you find that
I even your best effort is not always a winning one.
JMU found that to be true Saturday and Sunday
las a 7-6 overtime loss to University of Maryland
I and an 11-6 setback at the hands of Temple evened
| their season mark at 3-3.

Temple used eight goals by their number one
and two scorers in leading to the win. Senior Carol
Schultz tallied five goals raising her season's total
to 23, good for second on the squad. Sophomore
Kathleen Barrett added three goals upping her
team leading total to 26.
Goaltending was a strong spot this weekend
thanks to junior Chris Bauer. Hurt earlier this
year, she has come back strong. Bauer's 16 saves in

22 shots against Maryland combined with 22 saves
on 33 shots coming from Temple ran her saves
percentage for the year to .655.
Sue Peacock and Robyn Dunn are tied for the
team lead in scoring with 10 goals. Laura Jones
and Joyce Metcalf each have seven.
Dunn had two to lead the Dukes against
Maryland, while Peacock's three goals led the
team against Temple.

Lacrosse Magazine's pre-season poll had the
Terrapins ranked fourth and the Lady Owls first.
Head coach Dee McDonough had her team
ready. "Our team showed me the most positive atI tacking on offense this weekend."
Intimidation and temper played roles in the
team's performance against Temple, she said.
"We had four players knocked down in the first
half. After that we backed away a bit. When we
lose our temper it hurts our play."
Knocked down yes, but for good, no.
I think we showed that we won't give up against
anyone," McDonough said.
The Dukes' performance in the second half of
both games was effective. Against Temple they
bounced back from an 8-2 deficit at the break to
lose by five.
In the Maryland game the Dukes trailed 5-2 at
the half and came back to tie the score at 6-6 forcing overtime.
Freshman Anysia Fedec, Maryland's leading
scorer this year, rebounded a missed shot to clinch
the Terrapins fifth victory.

Dorothy Vaughan (right) goes up against a Maryland defender In JMU's 7-6 overtime loss
to the Terrapins. (Photo by John Kessler)

sports file
Men's Tennis

team
breaks record
this weekend
JMU won three straight matches
this weekend to extend its winning
streak to 13 matches and improve its
overall record to 19-4.
JMU's 19 wins is the first time the
women's tennis team has won more
than 16 matches. The Dukes conclude their season today against the
University of Maryland.
The Dukes faced Old Dominion
University on Friday at ODU. JMU
won four singles matches and all
three doubles matches to take a 7-2
victory.
JMU then travelled to
Williamsburg to face Penn State.
The Dukes cruised to an easy 8-1 victory, losing only in the singles competition.
The last match of the weekend for
JMU came Sunday against William
and Mary at Williamsburg. Trailing
4-2 after the singles competition, the
Dukes swept the doubles competition for the third straight match, to
take a 5-4 victory.

The Dukes improved their record
to 11-4 Thursday by beating William
and Mary 7-2 at Wilhamsburg.
JMU, who won all but one singles
match and one doubles match, will
return home on Wednesday to face
Radford University.

The Dukes highest finish of the
meet was fourth place. Beth Lippard
took a fourth-place finish in the
javelin with a throw of 132*9". Gina
Progar finished fourth in the high
jump with a height of 5*4". Denise
Marini placed fourth in the
3000-meter run with a . time of
10:28.7.

Baseball

Men's Track

Four former JMU baseball players
have, received their minor league
assignments for the 1984 season.
Mark Dacko (1977-80) will pitch
for the Detroit Tigers' Class AAA
affiliate at Evansville, Ind. First
baseman-outfielder Lorenzo Bundy
(1978-81) will play for the Pittsburgh
Pirates* Class AA team in Nashua,
N.H. Infielder Tom Bocock
(1979-82) will be with the St. Louis
Cardinals' Class A team in Springfield, 111. Dennis Knight (1980-83)
will pitch for the Texas Rangers'
Class A club in Tri-Cities, Wash.

JMU grabbed three second-place
finishes at the Colonial Relays at
William and Mary.
The 400-meter relay team of
Frank Mooney, Earl Walker, Mike
Rose and Lenny Russell finished second with a time of 41.3. Hampton
Institute took the event with a time
of 41.0.
The same team of Mooney,
Walker, Rose and Russell took second in the 800-meter relay with a
time of 1:26.0. Hampton Institute
finished first again with a time of
1:25.7. In the qualifying run on Friday, the JMU team set a school
record with a time of 1:25.6.
Danny Little finished second in
the long jump with a leap of 24 feet
two and three-fourths inches.
Greg Dyer set a JMU record with
his seventh-place throw of 53'4" in
the shot put.

Women's Track
The Dukes tied for fifth place in
the George Mason Invitational
Track Meet at Fairfax, Va.
JMU's 17 points tied Georgetown
for the fifth spot, as Penn State took
the team honors with 154 points.

Archery
Three JMU women archers topped the qualifying score in the International Federation of Target Archery Qualifying Tournament held
this weekend beside Godwin Hall.
The FITA tournaments are used
to qualify for the Olympic trials. An
archer needs four FITA qualifying
scores to go to the trials.
Cindy Gilbert scored a 1167,
Janice Havranek scored a 1121, and
Cindy Little scored a 1088. The
women's qualifying score is 1050.
In the men's competition. Randy
Edmondson scored a 1067, Steve
Sears scored a 1017, and Gerald
Taylor scored a 947. The men's
qualifying score is a 1100.

Schedule
MONDAY
► Men's Qotf - at the William and Mary Invitational
(The ECAC South Champlonehipe), thru Tuesday
► Beseball — at Qeorga Washington University, 3:00
p.m.
► Women's Tames — University of Maryland, home,
3.00 p.m.
I

TUESDAY,
► Iscross
► Bssebsl

' at Brldgeweter Collage, 3:00 p.m.
University of Maryland, home, 3:00 p.m

WEDNESDAY
►Baseball — al Virginia Tech. 3:00 p.m.
►Men's Tennle — Radford Unlveralty, home, 3.00 p.m.
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by Berke Breathed

Bloom County

classifieds
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Zenith H89 microcomputer Console, 2
floppu drives, FORTRAN, BASIC, wordprocessing, other software. $1100. Call
Mike at 433-4908.

i

suRpRise errm/
vmeR's on mi
TftBte/iuT n

X

1961 Yamaha 175 Endure - Low
mileage, excellent condition. $800 or best
offer. Call 433-8475 after 4:30 p.m.
Loft — Bell 306, Come by or call 5688.
$80.
1972 Ford Montogo — 2DR, Stereo. One
owner, 82,000 miles. Great shape. $900
negotiable. Call Ned, x6247, 7247.
YOU KNOW I
STILL HMt ft
LfWpRficnce,
/Aft.

Wanted
Elderly man needs lady to be live-In
housekeeper. Free room and board and
small salary. 434-4365.
One person to fill space In Nags Head
cottage across street from beach.
$150/month, utilities Included. Call Tim
or Chris at x5642 or Trlaha at x5240.
Female Housing Contract for 1954-55.
Call Brenda at 434-9721.

I,
J^,
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Services
TYPING - Mrs. Lamb, x6292, 10-2 daily
or evenings, 434-7508.
Confidential Abortion Services — All Inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 1-81. For Information
or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
TYPING 8ERVICE — 20 years experlence. $1.00/page. Mrs. Price,
879-9935.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, Call Kathy,
433-8015.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - IBM selectrlc. 433-8685 before 7:00 p.m.
Affordable euetom framing for struggling
students whose funds are limited. Tom
434-3185, 434-4193.
Accurate, Profeaalonal Typing —
Resumes, letters, term papers, thesis —
Fast, Dependable, Affordable Service —
Call or Visit MasterScrlbe Ltd., 434-4492.
Loee Weight Now — Are you Interested
In losing weight? If yes, I may have the
solution you've been looking for. This Is
not a crazy fad diet, or some dangeroua
wonder drug but It Is a sensible, all
natural, nutrition program for the entire
body. If you are Interested and would like
more Information please call. 434-8350
Pregnant? Need confidential help. Free
pregnancy teat. Birthright 43+0003.
Pig Roast Barbeque. Call 82S6602.
Friendly Tax Help — Kathy Relderman,
434-5396.
Profeaalonal Typing — Call Sharon
Ahrend at 433-0614. Pickup and delivery
available.
Loft Storage —We will pick up your loft
from your drom and deliver It back next
fall. $1 deposit, $29 on pickup. Call Mike
7177, Dolan 7271 or John 7278.
T

yp'ng — Terms papers, Resumes,
Manuscripts. Letters. The Public
Stenographer, 433-9212.

Lost
Plain gold wedding band. Tremendous
sentimental value. Large reward offered.
If found, please call 434-4264.
Small gold engagement ring — In
women's locker room of Godwin Hall on
March 28. Please call Ellen at 433-1093 or
write to Box 2896.

Found
Yellow, 3-eubject notebook with name
Tim Goff In 77»# Breeze business office.
Call 6598.
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For Rent
Hants Garden* Apartment*. $245 Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 434-6569.
Apartments for Rent — Call Squire Hill
Apartments 434-2220. Waiting list starts
April 1,1984.
Apartment — Have three bedrooms
available for boys In upstairs apartment.
End of August occupancy. Six blocks
from campus. $115 per month, plus
shared utilities. 433-1873.
Sublet — June-August, 1-bedroom apartment; twin beds; kitchen; living room. S.
Main St. — only one block from
campus! I $200 per month. ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED! Call Amy x5438 or Syd
xS213.
Summer sublet — Shank I Apta. 3
bedrooms, furnished, AC, bus service,
very reasonable. Call 433-9739.
Sublet — May, Summer andor fall
semester. Room In furnished twobedroom apartment. $170, gas and water
Included. 433-9195.
Summer sublet — 2 bedroom
townhouse, washer and dryer. 433-3275.
Summer sublets — Across from hospital.
2 spaces, fully furnished. $80 per person.
Call 433-1874.
Besutlul room for rent — Fun peopleMay or May-August. 3-mlnute walk to
campus. Pries nsgotiable. Call Michelle,
433-8135.
Sublet I 3-bedroom apartment. Furnished. Kitchen equipped. 5-mlnute walk to
campus. May and summer. Price
negotiable. Call 433-3385.

What a deal Furnished room In quality
townhouse, to share with 2 cool girls; 2
baths, wM, arc, eundeck; Starts May session to end of August — May rent free.
$80 per month. 433-WINK.
Need roommates June-August. Rent $90.
Apartment 2 blocks from campus. Call
Karen, 434-8756.
Sublease — May and summer. 1 block
from campus. Psrtly furnished. Rent
negotiable, Call Terrle or Psm at
434-9697.
Sublet — May or Summer. Cheap.
3-bedroom house 2 blocks from campus.
Will rent rooms Individually. Call x5851.
3 roommatee for fall. University
Court. AC, W/D, dishwasher and w/w
carpet. Large single room ($140) and double room ($120 each). Immaculate condition fully furnished — deck, pool, half
mile to quad. Call Immediately. Elaine
Snyder, x4340
Rooms for rent In large house. Shered
utilities. Call Deb 434-3491.
Apartment — Furnished 1 bedroom for 2
people. AC. 10-mlnute walk to campus.
Available May 5-August. 434-26C1
Rooms for rent — May and Summer. 1
block from campus — great house. 611
S. Msln Street. Call 434-8868.
Madison Square sublease — May and
summer sessions, five spaces open. AC
fully furnished, six mlnutee from campus. Pries negotiable. Call 434-3421.
Madison Square Sublease — May and
summer sessions, five spaces open. A/C,
Washer/Dryer, six minutes from campus
Price negotiable. 434-3421.

Room for Rent — Squire Hill Apartmenta.
May and Summer. $90 plus utilities. OWN
ROOM, AC, bus service, pool. Call Jsff
433-2976.
Rooms available May, summer. Threemlnute walk to campus. 434-1828.

Personals
Dr. Wllliamson'e 140 class: Vote for more
POINTS on Tuesday. 80S.
Reckleas - You're the world's beat
roomie. Love-n-hups. Scruffy
Congratulatlona - to our new sisters

i i?"rf;

Jan#

'

Brth

-

c th

" y. otbbb,

Julie, Martha, Beth and Tracey. Love,
Sigma Sigma Sigma.
'
5to7.f?™?w Congrats Madam Presldent. We love you, frl Sigma.
Carolyn and Traoey — Thanks for all your
work on Greek sing. You both did a fantastlc k?b. Love. Sloma.

d^y00" «* 8»'"-» ™»»ot yourself on campus Friday the
13th — watch out.
Rick, Happy 20th (you're still dating a
teenager). Love, Trscl
n , ha,reu
Sro,Mu
?•I?
■
»« today - Only $5
h UM ,r

™J
°
<>m 10 a.m.-3 p.m. No appolntment necessary.
Tlmmy two more days and you're one
ysar older. Happy Birthday! I'm so proud
of you, Mr. Commander. Love. Kim
SJC -- Happy birthday! Cheer up or
you're fired! Fred'a Mom.
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Personals

Fun and beer lover — Don't miss a blast.
Alpha Epsllon Rho sponsor night at JM's.
50 cents cover. TONTTE.

BunnyrabbH, You've made the past two
and a half years the most meaningful
days of my life. Whenever you need someone, you have more than a friend.
I love you, Your Neighbor.

Felicia — Have a wall' of a birthday.
Love, The White Water Canyon Crew.

I'm doing reeeareh on Herpes. Very Important T talk confidentially to an Individual who has It. Call Carls x4857.
Heton McNabb — Good luck with your
election I Isabel Cummlng.

Hey, Laurie we heard you'd rather do It
with a tall boy. Love, the honest but rude
bunch. (Quelle Femmell)

Chris Young — I love you; want you; need
you. Lee

141$ South Main Street 24-Hour
Leukemia Softball Marathon Is coming
April 13. Donations are now being accepted by Frank, Jimmy, Joan, Kim, Tlsh,
Suzle, M.J., Alison, Lisa and Stacy; or
send to Box 2992. Buy a raffle ticket I

Kep, hey boy! Look mighty cute In that
uniform. Knock 'em flat this Saturday Be
mean, man. Luv, lust met

la It true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts todayl Call (312) 742-1142, ext.
5090.

Squid and Cap'n KouRAQEIeea, You're
both wonderful. Love ya, Scruffy.

That Balloon Plaeo — Metallic and latex
balloons for all occasions. Make great
gifts — Free Delivery. Call 6790642.
We have the lowest airfares to Europe.
For free color brochure, write to: Campus
Travel-Box 11387, St. Louie, Mo. 63108.
r Meat — Alpha Epsllon Rho sponsor
night at JM's. Only SO cent cover.
TONITE. Come thirsty.
..
Attention students — Wayne's Hair
Design and Colonial Houae of Hair Styling will be at Phi Mu house today from 10
a.m.-3 p.m. Haircut only 86 Don't miss
out.

announcements
Amount •nit ki The Breeze are provided Ira* aa a
service to readere Events raquirtng an axchanga ol
monay will no! ba published In the announoamanla
■action. Entartalnmant notlcaa may ba aant to tha
tsaturaa adltor tor tha ineide Arta and Paopla section
Personal announcements may ba aant to Tha Breeze
buslnaaa otfloa for tha Paraonala section
DaadHnaa (or announcamanta are noon Friday for
Monday's laaua and noon Tuaaday for Thursday s
issue Mailing addraaa la Tha Breeze, communication
arta department, Jamas Madison University, Harriaonburg VA 22807. Tha Braaza office la In tha basement of
Anthony-Saeger Hall at Grace and South Main streets
Form for announcamanta la WHO la doing WHAT.
WHEN and WHERE. Items will ba edited for brevity.
Name and telephone number should ba Included.

Qsneral
CPAP — CP&P workehop: "Howto Oat Your Foot In
the Door. April 11 at 3 p.m. Sign up In advance In the
CP&P office.
Job connectlona: Rlddlck Communications Corp,
Richmond — data proeeaalngrmanagement Information systems, computer science or math ma|ore; Vie Da
France, D.C. — hotel reataurant management or
management; BOM Corp, McLean — computer
science, math or physics.

Accounting Honor Society — win hold open
tutoring sessions In accounting every Wednesday from
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. In tha audio-visual department of the
library.
,
CARS — a free service provided for faculty and
students by Catholic Campua Ministries glvea you a
free ride home on Friday and Saturday nlghta from 11
p.m. to 3 a.m. If you had too much to drink, or for
woman who need a aafe ride home. Complete con
fldantlallty. no haaalaa. Call 433 CARS
Fall reglatratlon — Tuition and fees must be
paid prior to participating In the advanced reglatratlon
tor the fall semester. The cashier's office will ba open
from 8:30 am to noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. during advanced reglatratlon.
Escort Service — by Alpha Chi Rho, Mondays
through Thursdays from 9 p.m. to 12:30 am.; phone
X5106.

University Judicial Council — etudenta mterested In applying to be a member may obtain an application in Alumnae 10S. Deadline for returning appilcatlons la April 10.
Counseling Center — ottere personal, study
skills and vocational counseling for individuals and
groupa. Call 6552 for more Information or come to
Alumnae Hall for walk-In service between 3 p.m. and 5
p m . Monday through Thursday No appointment
needed.

Tax forms — are available In the reference area of
the library.
Math tutoring — la available to freshmen taking
freshmen level math courses, Keezell 107-108, by ap
ointment only. Call John Hoover at 8401.
Tutoring — Is available from Sigma Phi Lambda In
all aubjecta. For more Information, call: Paula
Llpecomb (math and computer eclence) at X7187; Bath
Ann Netf (eclence and eoclal aclence) at X5457; Jarl
Bliss (buslnaaa) at X7416; Kim Stewart (education and
human aervlcea) at 434-3847; Kelly OeKlelna
(philosophy, religion and foreign languagea) at
434-4291 Donna Berry (political aclence, public admlnlatratlon and history) at X4162; or Dabble Lawaon
(tutorial director) at X4154.
NDSL Checks — are available at the cashier's
window, Wilson Hall. Monday through Friday from 8:30
a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Chacka not claimed will be cancelled.

Christian book bibliography — is being com
piled by the Cempua Chrlstlsn Council. To help, send
an Index card with author, title, publisher, place of
publication, date and number of pages plus a short
summsry to Janet King, Box 2476.

New parking regulations — The campus
police have closed all parking on the service drive By
the campus center. Violators will be towed Immediately.
Change of address — YOU must notify the
publlshsrs of your newspapers and magazines of your
change of address before the end of the school year.
The post office doea not forward or keep these Items
over the summer. Also, you must Inform the post office
If you are attending May session or summer school.

Meetings
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meets every Thursday after the 7 p.m. communion service at Emmanuel Eplecopal Church.
Campus Crusade for Christ — meeta every
Thursday st 7:30 p.m on the WCC mezzanine. For Information call Laura at 4344638.

Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship

—

meets every Sundsy et 7 p.m. In the WCC ballroom
Inter-Veralty prayer meetings are held Monday
through Friday from 4:30 p.m. to S p.m. In Jackaon 106

Christian Science Organization — meets
Mediation Council — otters free mediation service to all members of the campua community who ara
In dlapute. Coma by the Mediation Center In the Commuter Student Center office, WCC, between 5 p.m. to 6
p HI., Monday through Friday. Call 4334259 for more Information.

every first and third Sunday at 7 p.m. In the rellgloua
center

University Writing Lab — otters individualized
help to etudenta working on papers or reports, study
Ing for aaaay exams, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the ORE,
LSAT, or QMAT. For further Infomnetlon., call Mra
Hoaklns at 8401 or atop by Keezell 108, Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Caving Club — meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
In Jackson 102

Commuter Student Committee — holds
meetlnge eaoh Monday at 5 p.m. In room B, WCC. All
commuters are welcome.

Presbyterian Fellowship — meeta every Monday at 630 p.m. In room C, WCC, and will meet
Tuesdays for Bible study at 6 p.m. In Converse RAC

Fellowship of Christian Athletes — got
together every Sunday night at 8:30 p.m. In room D on
the WCC mezzanine. Everyone Is Invited to attendl
NAA — will hold their laat meeting of the achool
year on April 12 at the Belle Meada. Send S3 to Dawn
Jarretl, Box 5313, by April 9. or bring to Harrlaon lobby
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on April 9. Speakers topic la
"What to Look tor In a Job Applicant."
Music Industry Association — meeta every
Tuesday at 6 p.m. In room a, WCC.

Medical and Allied Health Society — win
meet April 11 at 6 p.m. In Burruaa 114. Dr. Heaa from
Rocklngham Memorial Hospital will apeak and electlons will be held.
Co-ed field hockey — win meet Aprn 12 on the
mezzanine. For more Information, call X4250 or X4850.

Events

English Proficiency Toet — a prerequisite for
Newa Writing, Nawa Editing and Public Information
Writing, will be offered: three tlmee during April: April
16 at 3 p.m. In Anthony Seegor 12, April 19 at 3:05 p.m.
In Anthony-Seeger 9, and April 25 at 4 p.m. In AnthonySaeger 12.

"Honor the Athletes" — braakfaat sponsored
by the Fellowship of Christian Athletes April 14 at 9
a.m In D-Hall entrance 1. Contact Lawane at X4229 or
Ray at X4572 or drop a note In box L-2 If you plan to attend.
Home economics open houee — for Dr. Marlon* M. Chrtetlaneen, professor of nutrition, April 12
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. In Moody 001.

Recognition lecture — Jeannle Dane will
speak on "Toward Wellneae: Direction of the '80s" In
honor of Dr. Mar|orle M. Christiansen's retirement. The
lecture will be presented April 12 at 7:30 p.m. In
Blackwall auditorium. A reception will follow.

Catholic Mass — 5 p.m. Saturdaya In the
Rellgloua Actlvltlee Center until April 14, WCC; 10:30,
a.m. and noon Sundays, ballroom, WCC.

Telecommunications Career Day — April
10 at 1:40 p.m. In Anthony-Seeger auditorium.

"Awareness" — Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. at the
Catholic Student Center.

Heart Fund race — The Sixth Annual Downtown
Harrlsonburg Heart Fund Race will be April 14 st 10
a.m Entry blanks sre available at the Information desk.
WCC, or contact Peter Nielsen, 309 Burruss (phone
X8649).

Special Olympics track meet — win be Aprn
15 from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. at Madison Memorial Stadium.
Voluntesra are needed end should report to the field at
11 a.m. to help set up the events. II Interested, call
Sherry Hill at 852-3282 or Jan Whitlow at 4334199.
The History Department — of James Madison
University will ba preeentlng National History Day 1984
on Friday, April 13. There will be performances In
history, and profecta will be displayed between 9:30
and 11:30 am. on the Mezzanine floor of tha WCC.
Art exhibits — Artworka Gallery, Zlrkle House —
"Mixed-media by Robert Flory, Lynn Somers snd Julie
Stelngold," through April 21. The Other Gallery Zlrkle
House — "Mixed-media by Petti Canon and Emily
Clark," through April 21. New Image Gallery, Zlrkle
Houee — photographs by David Johnaon, through
April 21.

Recreational fencing snd badminton —
every Wednesday from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. In Godwin
201-B.
Alive '84 — a ssrlee of workshops on prayer,
witnessing, the Old Testament and more will be held
April 14 at 1 p.m. In Godwin Hall.
Life Science Museum — m Burruae 10 and is
open every Friday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. from March 30
through the end of the semester.
JMU Folk Ensemble — presents "A Festival of
International Folk Dance," April 5,6 and 7 at 8 p.m. In
the Slnclelr Gymnasium, Godwin Hall. Admlaslon Is $2
with JMU ID and $3generel admission

Communication Evaluation Conference
— April 11 and 12 In room 12, Anthony-Saeger.
Alpha Epsllon RhO — and Communication Arts
Spring Banquet will be April 21 at 5:45 p.m. In Chandler
Hall. Tlcketa areevallableat WMRA,the televlslonfllm
center snd the Communication Arta office.

\

Fine Arts Series — The Chicago Brass." April
11 at 8 p.m. In Wllaon auditorium. For ticket Information, contact the School of Fine Arts and Communication office at 433*472.

Concerte — A concert of new works by JMU composition students will be April 13 at 3 p.m. In Wllaon
auditorium. Admission Is free.
The Symphony Orchestra will present its laat concert of the year on April 10 at 8 p.m. In Wllaon
auditorium. Admission Is free.
Ground Zero Week — April 9 film, "Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. Memorlea and Perapectlvee," 7:X p.m..
Cole Hall, Brldgewater Collegei'there will be an admlaslon fae. April 10: panel dlacuaalon, "Women Against
Nuclear War," 2 p m., Harrlsonburg Flrat Church of the
Brethren. April 10: film, "We/ Without Winners," 8 pit.,
Miller 101. April 12: film, "Wer Without Winners," 8
p.m., Duke A100. April 13: panel discussion with Harrlsonburg realdente, 4 p.m., Blaaaed Sacrament
Catholic Church. April 14: film, "In the King of
Pruaala," 2 p.m., Eastern Mennonlte College Science
Center, room 108. April 15: film, "In the King of
Pruasla." 2 p.m., Harrison A206; films, "Gods of Metal"
and "The Last Epidemic," 7 p.m., Blessed Sacrament
Catholic Church, Johnaton Hall.

Legal Interest Week — April 9: discussion of
LSAT from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Msury G-2. Apdl 10
discussion by s practicing attorney end a paralegal on
the realltlee of their professions from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
Maury G-6 April 11: discussion on atrateglee for getting In law achool from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Maury
G-6. April 12: dlacuaalon on prelaw Internships from 3
p.m. to 4 p.m., Maury G-6.

Mail your classified to The Breeze through
campus mail or deliver it to our office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall. Make sure
to include your name and telephone number.
Deadlines for classifieds are noon Tuesday
for Thursday's paper and noon Friday for
Monday's paper.

M
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Readers' Forum
Sensationalism
|

Cocaine arrest report considered overdone
To the editor
In response to the March 29, policefile report
on two individuals who captured "banner"
headlines for cocaine possession, I would like
to voice my contempt toward the prudence of
Kim Gibson's sensationalist journalism.
I realize unlawful acts in Harrisonburg are on
open file and Gibson has every right to bring
the information to the public. However, Gibson misrepresented the circumstances of the
two students who were charged with possession
of cocaine. Her limited coverage led to uncertainty of the magnitude of the crime, possibly
leading the reader to believe the worst.
The reader could misinterpret the relative
seriousness of the crime. The two, when arrested, possessed a quantity of cocaine worth
less than $10 — too little cocaine to cover your
fingernail. I also realize being in a town such as
Harrisonburg would blow an offense such as
this out of proportion.
Because of these facts I think Gibson was
negligent in her reporting. She should have

realized her audience is uninformed about
drugs. I'm not condoning the crime; but the
way the report was written, the audience could
have construed that the offenders were caught
with pounds of the substance.
The two charged have enough to worry about
legally and how this offense will affect their
future without having to live with the social
ostrasization from fellow students and professors sparked by the article.
Possession of any amount of cocaine is a
felony, yet the way Gibson presented the article
let the students decide for themselves the
magnitude of the crime. Humans, as first
nature, tend to believe the worst.
I had and have had much at stake in this issue
— I was one of the two arrested. What's done is
done, I'm not looking for sympathy. I just
don't want it to happen again to anyone who is
as unfortunate as I.
Paul Guidash
junior
management information systems

Policefile reports disturbing
To the editor
We would like to address the subject of
policefile, printed in The Breeze. As graduating
seniors at JMU, we feel the need to voice our
opinions of this subject.
We acknowledge freedom of the press and
the right to exercise it. However, the publication of such incidences as public drunkenness
and noise violations does disturb us.
When incidents of this nature occur, the individuals involved experience many personal
disturbances, namely the humiliation of the actual arrest. The repercussions of the arrest extend into a student's homeitfe, academic life
and social life. One mistake doesn't warrant the
individuals to be treated suspiciously or
disrespectfully.

m

Why aggravate this event with your "Enquirer"-style journalism? Is anything gained
with the defamation of these individual's
character? We don't feel this additional harrassmcnt acts as a deterrent to other individuals.
It seems only to enhance personal stress and
causes individuals to become objects of
ridicule.
Policefile exposes The Breeze's lack of sensitivity towards fellow students. Reevaluate
your purpose and assess the consequences of
this column.
Mary McQann
senior
communication arts
14 other signatures

To the editor
In reference to The Breeze's March 29
policefile by Kim Gibson, again I'd like to applaud The Breeze's gutsy and "the public
should know" approach to a subject very
salient and far-reaching to the student body.
I'm referring to the major student-run cocaine ring broken up in a spectacular arrest by
one of Harrisonburg's finest on the evening of
March 24.
The two members of the huge drug ring,
known to have connections as far reaching as
Elkton, were siezed in Car's alley while arranging a massive deal. Both, suspected to be at the
top of the ring, were holding a staggering $8
worth of cocaine.
The brave law enforcer, with no care for his
own safety, raided the two. The ring leaders,
Mr. Big and Mugsey, not their real names, were
taken downtown and booked for cocaine
possession.
With intense and unrelenting investigative
reporting, Gibson unearthed the story while
totally disregarding her own safety obviously
put in jeopardy by retaliation from the remaining members in the ring still at large.
Gibson then displayed her fine sense of judgment by giving "banner" headlines for the
story of two sober individuals getting arrested
for stepping out of a bar for a small pick-up,
but at the same time reporting drunks careening
down our city streets with the potential to KILL
in a small sidebar of policefile.
My position isn't as partisan for cocaine use,
quite the contrary; prudence is my message
here. I don't even understand the reasoning
behind the sensationalist, National Enquirerlike policefile feature.
The Breeze even proved its uncertainty in
printing the articles through the question posed
in Campusquote in the same issue concerning
whether the names of students and their
mistakes should appear in the paper.
As far as The Breeze is concerned, all the
right students were asked, and the paper's
"buns" made safe. What is it like living in an
ivory tower? The only paper on campus can do
as it pleases, eh?
I'd like to offer an alternative to students
who snort coke. Take a small piece of sandpaper and sand the inside of your nostrils. Put
some baking soda on the sanded areas, swallow
IS Vivarin tablets and then go to the bank, take
all your money out and rip it up.
Andrew Perrlne
Junior
communication arts
The information printed in policefile is obtained directly from police reports and is listed
accordingly.
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Readers' Forum
Endorsed candidate lacks experience
To the editor
When the SGA election outcome was posted, I
suddenly realized Packy Turner has more supporters than I suspected. I guess after reading The
Breeze's write-up on the SGA Candidate Forum,
this is understandable. The Breeze's endorsement
of Turner carried a lot of weight because attendance at the forum was very minimal. Had I not
been at the forum and only read The Breeze's
review, I would have thought Packy a possible candidate. But because I attended the forum, it's obvious to me that Packy Turner is not a viable candidate for this position.
In their endorsement, The Breeze stressed that
Packy's leadership qualities would make up for his
lack of SGA experience.
Leadership is a very important quality. Yet, the
quality of leadership means nothing if possessed by
a person who is uninformed and unfamiliar with
the responsibilities of the Executive Council.
This knowledge isn't acquired overnight. It's
developed through direct experience and involvement with student activities.

At the forum, it was brought to our attention
that Packy is currently a member of the Communications and Public Relations Committee. It
was pointed out by Sandy Sneen, the head of the
committee, that Packy attended only one meeting
this entire year. (Somehow The Breeze managed to
miss this vital point). When Sandy asked him why
he attended only one meeting, his first
"intelligent" response was, "Well, how many
meetings have you been to Sandy"?
He then proceeded to defend his action by explaining that committee meetings aren't held at the
same time each week (although notices were sent in
advance), and were impossible for him to fit into
his busy schedule.
I can't understand how a person who can't
budget his time will possibly find time to attend the
numerous meetings and events that are required of
an SGA president.
As a former senator, it concerns me that so
many people don't realize what is required of the
SGA president.

Secretaries endorsed
To the editor
With attention focused on the upcoming SGA run-off elections, I
would like to take this opportunity
to tell the student body that Karen
Moore is the better qualified candidate for secretary.
She has been an active senator this
past year and secretary for the
Virginia Student Association. This
organization, composed of representatives from the student governments from Virginia's colleges and
universities, represents college
students as lobbyists before the state
legislature on issues that directly affect us. Karen has already served as
an officer in this organization and is
the Vice-President-elect for this
coming year.
If her talents are this well
recognized throughout the state,
how could we possibly pass her up?
Vote for Karen Moore for secretary.
Elizabeth Keane
Junior
marketing
To the editor.
I would like to show my support
for Karen Moore for SGA secretary.
I have worked with Moore in SGA
committee and in other organizations and have been able to observe
her unmeasurable abilities. She has
new and enthusiastic ideas for the
office of secretary. This combination of ability and enthusiasm would

Although I don't know Packy personally, I have
heard only good things about his personality and
athletic ability. These are wonderful qualities. Unfortunately, they aren't qualities most required of
an SGA President.
An SGA President must be knowledgeable of all
campus activities. This knowledge can only be acquired by experience. Packy Turner is severely
lacking this one element.
Suzanne Veiel
sophomore
hotel restaurant management
In response, Packy Turner said only four meetings
of the Communications and Public Reitions Committee have been held this semester since he was
appointed. Turner said two meetings were missed
because they conflicted with his cheerleading
responsibilities on a game night. He said he missed
the other meeting because it conflicted with a
scheduled night class.
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benefit the Executive Council greatlyMoore also has experience with
the Virginia Student Association.
She presently holds the office of
secretary and is the vice-presidentelect. Her VASA commitments will
only compliment and enhance the
office of secretary of JMU's SGA.
Moore, through her abilities, enthusiasm, and VASA experience has
proven that she is the choice candidate for SGA secretary.
Sue Dawson
junior
Wayland senator
To the editor
I believe Janie Craige deserves the
office of SGA secretary.
She is well-qualified for the job
and is a hard worker. I have seen her
put much energy into her work,
whether it be in organizing a canned
food drive for Thanksgiving or
fulfilling her duties as secretary of
two SGA committees this year. I
believe she would put a great deal of
time and effort into being SGA
secretary as well. In addition, Craige
effectively budgets her time among
schoolwork and other activities.
We need individuals like Craige to
be SGA officers.

.fi.

Dan Caprio
senior
Hoffman senator
*-.•
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Unemployment holds
at 7.8 percent in March
WASHINGTON — The nation's
unemployment rate leveled off at 7.8 percent
in March, ending six months of steady improvement since last summer, the government
reported Friday.
However, most economists said the trend of
lower rates was only interrupted and will continue to rise.
Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan said
that nearly 250,000 people found work in
March, a sizable increase although much less
than February's 700,000.
Critics noted that the unemployment rate is
still very high for a period of economic

Reagan accuses
Congress
of 'wavering'
WASHINGTON — President Reagan said Friday that
"wavering" and "second
guessing" by his congressional critics prolonged
violence in Lebanon and now
is encouraging Marxists in
Central America.

recovery — and still above the 7.4 percent
Reagan inherited when he took office in
January 1981.
In other economic news, major banks nationwide raised their prime lending rate by one
half percentage point to 12 percent Thursday,
the highest level in more than a year.
The prime rate is the base upon which
banks compute interest charges on short-term
business loans. While the cost of an individual's loan might not be tied directly to
the prime rate, the prime rate still is an indicator of how lending charges are generally
moving.

Mondale wins
in Wisconsin
Wisconsin Democrats,
which will represent 78 national convention delegates,
gave Walter Mondale a big
victory Saturday.
The three candidates for the
nomination campaigned
Saturday in Pennsylvania
where 172 delegates are at

stake in Tuesday's primary.
With 100 percent of the
votes counted, the totals were:
' ►Mondale, 54 percent.
►Hart, 30 percent.
The percentages indicate
that Mondale should get at
least 42 national delegates,
Hart 23 and the remaining 13
to be divided.
— Associated Press

Republicans start
registration drive
RICHMOND — Republicans launched
an unprecendented voter registration drive
Saturday in Virginia.
The drive was part of a $4 million, nationwide effort by the GOP to register
about 2 million Republicans and Independents by election day.
Donald Huffman, chairman of the
Virginia Republican Party, said recent
Democratic registration drives were "a real
threat" to the GOP, and have made
Republican voter registration efforts this
year "absolutely vital."

Town's drinking water
contaminated with petroleum
JONESVILLE — Tests show public
water supplies in this southwest Virginia
town and a nearby community are contaminated with petroleum.
State health official Mike Camden said
an estimated 3,000 water customers in
Jonesville and Woodway have been advised
not to use the water for drinking or cooking until further notice.
Jonesville Mayor Charles Couk said a
2,500-gallon tanker truck was parked in
front of the town's post office Saturday to
provide a safe water supply for the water
users.
— Associated Press

by the way
Wendy's gets a taste
of its own medicine
ROCHESTER, N.Y. — Wendy's has
been getting a lot of mileage from its latest
TV ads, so imagine the response of
customer Betty Griffin when she got a
burger with no meat between the buns.
Griffin called the restarant and said,
with relish: "This is Mrs. Griffin. Where's
the beef?"
She said she heard the girl who answered
the phone yell to a cook, "You forgot to
put the hamburger on the bun!"
The embarrassed restaurant manager
came to her house Friday and gave her
coupons for three free hamburgers.

Statues of the seven dwarfs
returned after kidnapping
DANVILLE, VA. — Police are still searching for a man who stole statues of the
seven dwarfs from the front yard of a Danville couple and demanded a $2,000 ransom, but the dwarfs have been returned.
Police returned Sleepy, Grumpy and the,
rest of the group to Ann and Ron Adams
Friday morning after receiving a phone call
that the dwarfs had been left in the Mountain View Cemetery.
— Associated Press

i
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Chernenko says
arms control
talks deadlocked
MOSCOW — Soviet leader
Konstatin Chernenko said in
an interview published Sunday that despite "contacts
with the American side," the
superpowers
remain
deadlocked on arms control
with no sign of a
breakthrough.
Chernenko painted a bleak
picture of Soviet-American
relations and the threat posed
by recent escalations in
nuclear arms. "The situation
in the world is not improving.
It remains very dangerous,"
he said.
His statements were carried
by the official Soviet news
agency Tass and read over
Soviet television. The interview will be published today
in the Communist Party
newspaper Pravda.

Vietnam says
Chinese troops
crossed border
BANGKOK, Thailand —

Vietnam said Sunday that
Chinese infantry battalions
crossed the Vietnamese
border, but were repulsed by
local armed forces.
China reported fighting
near its frontier with Vietnam
but said nothing of the alleged
border crossing.
The official Chinese news
agency said Sunday its Yunnan province frontier guards
killed and wounded 23 Vietnamese troops who tried to
lay mines and shoot up
Chinese border bunkers.
But analysts caution that
past official reports by both
sides have proved to be exaggerated.

Nlcaraguan harbors
mined with CIA
supervision
WASHINGTON — CIA
personnel directly supervised
the mining of Nicaraguan harbors from a spy ship operating
12 miles off the Central
American nation, congressional sources said Saturday.
The mines have damaged at

least seven ships in recent
weeks.
The. mines were laid by
Latin American commandos
who used speedboats launched from the CIA spy ship, according to unnamed sources.

Israelis avenge
terrorist attack
BEIRUT, Lebanon Israeli jets bombed a building
Saturday in the central
Lebanese town of Bhamdoun
to avenge a terrorist attack in
Jerusalem.
All the planes returned safely from the dawn raid, said
the Israeli command in Tel
Aviv.
The command said the
building was a base of the
Democratic Front for the
Liberation of Palestine, which
claimed the terror attack
Monday in Jerusalem's
Jewish sector, where 48 people were wounded by
machine-gun fire and grenade
blasts.
— Associated Press

